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Here you can find the menu of Lupe Tortilla Mexican in Pearland. At the moment, there are 18 menus and drinks
on the food list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Lupe Tortilla

Mexican:
lupe tortilla was a good choice for Mexican cuisine. the service was good, but the server had several tabs and
was sometimes somewhat overwhelmed. the server has several tabs with more than 6 customers, which led to
the server being able to forget several items ordered in the menu. with the amount of people served, I think the

server has made a good job. the hostess should not however place several parties more than... read more. What
Angela Landers doesn't like about Lupe Tortilla Mexican:

This place is average I have had much better Mexican food ,Lil pricey for average Mexican food nothing sets
them apart . The service was not good we set down took a while to get acknowledged by the server ,longer to

drink drinks , a while to place order when food came out no silverware we had to wait 10 minutes for someone to
come by to ask them for silverware while food is getting cold . A good server would have mad... read more. For
breakfast, you can enjoy a appetizing brunch at Lupe Tortilla Mexican, freely at your own will, Particularly, many
guests are looking forward to the diverse, fine Mexican cuisine. Surely, it's also a nice experience to feel like in
the Wild West once, to drink and enjoy like the cowboys or even the bandits with a drink or two paired with onion
rings and a nice tasty burger, With the bite-sized, Tapas, you can't do anything wrong, especially because there

is something for every palate.
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Appet�er�
FLAUTAS

Egg� & Pancake�
OMELETTE

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

Sauce�
SALSA SAUCE

Cocktai�
MARGARITA

Drink�
DRINKS

Restauran� Categor�
MEXICAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
APPETIZER

Sid� dishe�
CHIPS AND SALSA

RICE

M�ica� dishe�
FAJITAS

TACO

Ingredient� Use�
SHRIMP

BEANS

BACON

CHICKEN

CHEESE

BEEF
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Opening Hours:
Monday 08:00-22:00
Tuesday 11:00-22:00
Wednesday 11:00-22:00
Thursday 08:00-22:00
Friday 11:00-23:00
Saturday 11:00-23:00
Sunday 11:00-22:00
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